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A: Your problem is probably that you have a bootstrap-transition.js or bootstrap-transition.css or a
similar file in one of your Jekyll pages. This will be loaded and included in the page before the page

content starts to load. If this file is included (as a top-level file in your pages) it will always be used in
the page even if another, later page loads. Sokolić Sokolić () is a settlement in the administrative

district of Gmina Zabierzów, within Kietrz Pomorski County, Poland. The settlement has a population
of 1,050. On 1 August 2004, the village merged with the village of Łosie to form the village of

Sokolić. Sokolić lies approximately south of Zabierzów, north-west of Kietrz Pomorski, and north of
the regional capital Olsztyn. References SokolićNational Champions - U SPORTS Softball The

Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) University Softball Championship is known as the Softball
Capital of Canada and is one of the most respected and popular university softball championships in
the world. Brought to you by U SPORTS (of which Hockey Canada is a member) and the U SPORTS
Men's and Women's Softball Committee (of which Hockey Canada is a member), the CIS University
Softball Championship is proudly played for the Gold Medal at the University of Alberta. This event,

now in its second year, was originally held at the Edmonton Farmers Coliseum but will now be hosted
at the BMO Place. Hockey Canada is delighted to be returning as the host institution for the CIS
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University Softball Championship. The University of Alberta will serve as the headquarters for the
event. Students, alumni, employees, and fans will have the opportunity to join us in celebrating

Canada's most prestigious university sports championship.Q: Where to find the texts "to prevent X"
in German? On Stack Exchange, we have to format the title of the question to prevent the automatic
expansion to match the site-specific query. In the case of the German language, this is done with the

text "Wenn  nicht  wird, bitte verwenden Sie" (based on the German title "
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